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A House On Fire
Some gentle advice for Forest Service Chief Tony Tooke.
By Jim Petersen

ew Forest Service Chief Tony Tooke
has his hands full. The West’s wildfire-ravaged national forests are
falling apart, and so it seems is the U.S. Forest
Service, which has been battling an identity
crisis and morale problems for years.
Mr. Tooke is well qualified for the nearly
impossible task he accepted in October 2017.
So was the supremely confident Jack Ward
Thomas, who took Washington, D.C., by
storm in December 1993.
Jack and I were good friends for many
years. He believed to the depths of his soul
that he could pull the Forest Service out of its

death spiral. I believed he could, too, but we
were both wrong. No pun intended, but Vice
President Al Gore trumped Jack’s every move.
Now it is Mr. Tooke’s turn in the barrel. I
wish him well. In the hope that this essay
lands on his desk, I’m including a series of bar
graphs that illustrate the crisis he has inherited. The graphs, which we assembled from
Forest Service data, quantify annual gross
growth, mortality, net growth and removals
in national forests in Idaho, Montana and
Washington east of the Cascade Range. It’s an
ugly scene. Mortality now exceeds gross
growth in central and eastern Washington,

and will soon surpass gross growth in Idaho
and Montana.
Colorado has already fallen into a black
hole and California is not far behind. We
haven’t run numbers for Oregon yet, but I
have no doubt the situation in central and
eastern Oregon is no different than it is in
Washington. Arizona and New Mexico have
also fallen off a cliff, and from what I’ve seen
in Wyoming, it’s more of the same.
Good luck, Mr. Tooke. Short of a miracle,
you will leave Washington, D.C., in disgust,
just as my friend Jack Thomas did in 1996 in
pursuit of the safer environs of academia.

Annual mortality is 68 percent
of gross annual growth in
California’s national forests.
More than 100 million dead
trees are fueling wildfires of
unprecedented size and
ferocity. The state’s wood
processing complex collapsed
after the northern spotted owl
was listed as an endangered
species in 1990.

Annual mortality exceeds gross
annual growth by nearly 45
percent in Colorado’s national
forests. Thinning dead and
dying trees would help, but
little remains of the state’s
wood processing complex.
The only new mill in the state
is sized to process logs from its
owner’s land.
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Yes, I take it as a good
the focus is on restoring
Congress cannot come to terms with the
sign that the House of Represiliency in mixed fir and
enormous environmental, economic and social
resentatives recently passed
pine forests that stretch
costs associated with owning 190 million acres of from the western edges of
its version of the Resilient
Federal Forests Act—H.R.
the Great Plains to the eastforestlands, much of it ready to burn.
2396—by a vote of 232 to
ern reaches of the Cascades
188. Unfortunately, only 10 Democrats ing his post-Forest Service years at the Uni- and the High Sierra. This is most of the West.
Most conservationists agree that a wellcrossed the aisle to join the Republican versity of Montana. His blunt assessment was
majority. Not a good sign for what lies ahead that there isn’t enough gold in Fort Knox to balanced combination of thinning and prein the U.S. Senate. What, if anything, reaches cover the cost of restoring natural resiliency to scribed fire could restore natural
President Trump’s desk during the current every national forest acre needing treatment. resiliency—the ability of a well-cared-for forJack was correct. Short of a forest manage- est to fend off outsized insect and disease
congressional session is anyone’s guess.
Meantime, some 70 to 80 million national ment program designed to restore age-class attacks when they occur. But there is yet no
forest acres in the West are in Condition Class diversity while restoring natural resiliency, broad-based consensus among the protago3, meaning they are ready to burn, or Condi- there isn’t enough gold in Fort Knox to pay nists—those who favor active management
tion Class 2, meaning they will soon be ready the bill. Restoring age-class diversity requires and those who favor a more passive, natureto burn. Still, Congress cannot come to terms that some commercially valuable old-growth based approach—as to how much thinning
and how much fire.
with the enormous environmental, economic timber be harvested annually.
Congress clearly has no appetite for incitI think this discussion masks the real
and social costs associated with owning 190
ing a political firestorm among those for issue, which is a fear that the Trump adminismillion acres of forestlands.
Jack and I talked this crisis to death dur- whom old growth has great intrinsic value, so tration will find a way to turn the regulatory

Annual mortality in Idaho’s
national forests is nearing
80 percent of gross annual
growth. If 555 million cubic
feet that die annually could
instead be harvested, it
would generate more than
24,000 new wood
processing jobs—some three
times current employment.

Annual mortality will soon
exceed gross annual
growth in Montana’s
national forests. There is
insufficient infrastructure
remaining to get ahead of
the problem. Timber sale
appeals are holding up
enough volume to supply
the state’s family-owned
mills for more than a year.
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Annual mortality exceeds gross
annual growth in national forests
east of the Washington Cascades by
58.3 million cubic feet. If compressed
to a solid block of wood the
dimensions of a football field, the
block would rise more than one mile
into the sky—every year.

clock back to the 1970s, when there were
hundreds more sawmills in the West than
there are today. That’s not going to happen,
and here is why:
Most lumber manufacturers who survived the federal government’s 1990 decision
to list the northern spotted owl as a threatened species have driven on and no longer
have much interest in any sort of
federal forest management
scheme. In fact, several of them
now openly oppose any harvest
from national forests because it
tends to erode the values of their
timberlands and log markets.
The exceptions to this conundrum are the landless, familyowned lumber manufacturers in central and
eastern Oregon, Washington, Idaho, Montana, Arizona, New Mexico, South Dakota,
Wyoming and Colorado. These companies
are eager to provide unsubsidized markets for
small-diameter thinnings, but they are not
willing to make multimillion-dollar investments in necessary small-log manufacturing
technologies if serial litigants continue to rule
federal forest management in the West.
Proof of this unfortunate truth lies in the
fact that The Nature Conservancy—arguably
the nation’s leading conservation group—has
yet to find investors with whom it can partner
in the construction and operation of a smalldiameter wood processing facility in central
Washington, presumably the Wenatchee area.
The estimated cost to build? Around $100
million. No wonder TNC hired a fund-raiser
for its Seattle office.
The House version of the Resilient Federal
Forests Act takes a stab at attracting investors
by exempting up to 90 Forest Service restora-

tion projects annually from judicial review.
Disputes involving these projects would be
resolved via arbitration, not litigation.
This provision has raised eyebrows
among conservationists who fear a return to
the pre-spotted-owl era when clearcutting
was the preferred means of actively managing
national forests. I don’t share their fear, but

A conservationist friend shared a summary analysis of H.R. 2396 with me, noting that
many of its provisions invite further divisiveness and distrust among conservationists
who support collaborative decision making
by diverse stakeholder groups but don’t trust
the Trump administration or the Forest Service. When I read their analysis of H.R. 2396
through their eyes, I can see why they don’t
trust it. Yet, when I read the same legislation
through the eyes of lumbermen who can help
conservationists meet their forest restoration
objectives, I can see why those lumbermen do
trust it.
This is the world that Tony Tooke has
inherited—a world in which conservationists,
collaborative leaders and their
lumbermen partners agree that
for ecological and economic reasons the current pace and scale of
restoration is much too small. I
agree. You cannot wrap your
arms around 70 to 80 million atrisk acres 200 to 300 acres at a
time.
What to do? As a beginning point, we
need to accept at face value the Forest Service’s claim that it lacks sufficient staffing to
move faster than it is. We also need to separate firefighting from forest restoration work.
Sending thousands of Forest Service employees off to fight fires every summer is ridiculous. Nothing gets done in their long
absences. Even worse, the cost of fighting
wildfires—more than $2 billion last year—is
deducted from the Forest Service’s forest
restoration budget.
Title X in H.R. 2396 gives the president the
authority to declare major wildfires to be natural disasters, ending the so-called “fire borrowing” mess, but it overlooks the fact that the

You cannot wrap your arms
around 70 to 80 million
at-risk acres 200 to 300
acres at a time.
COURTESY U.S. FOREST SERVICE

perception is reality, and the reality is that the
House version of the Resilient Federal Forests
Act will not survive as is in the Senate.
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BELOW: Tony Tooke is the eighteenth chief of the
U.S. Forest Service. He has worked for the agency
since he was 18. Raised on a farm in Alabama, he
holds a degree in forestry from Mississippi State
University. Hopes for his success are high, but
unraveling the regulatory mess that burdens the
Forest Service will take years of diplomacy.
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Forest Service says it is seriously shorthanded.
So, even with H.R. 2396, prospects for increasing the pace and scale of necessary forest
restoration work remain dim.
Good Neighbor Authority, a provision
within the 2014 Farm Bill, grants the Forest
Service authority to partner with state
forestry agencies to get more on-the-ground
work done. However, state forestry departments are already stretched thin, so how
much additional restoration work can get
done West-wide remains to be seen.
H.R. 2396 Titles I through IX attempt to
unravel what Jack Thomas called the “crazy
quilt” of conflicting rules and regulations
assigned to federal resource management
agencies with conflicting missions. An unraveling is needed, but how to do it while building trust among conservationists who fear a
return to the bad old days?
My sense is that the House simply
reached too far in H.R. 2396 for the appetites
of anxious conservationists who have yet to
agree amongst themselves on a path forward.
My research traces the philosophical underpinnings of the current stalemate back to the
Civil War. No one piece of legislation is going
to unwind Jack’s crazy quilt. There is too
much water under the bridge.
The collaborative process—which is
working—would never have rounded first
base had it not been for a few enlightened
souls from warring camps who ventured
onto the battlefield alone in hopes of finding
new pathways forward. Agents of change like
lumberman Duane Vaagen, industry lobbyist
Bob Boeh, conservationist Mike Petersen, and
wilderness advocate Phil Hough all took time
to get to know and understand one another’s
hopes and needs. Had it not been for them,
we’d still be at war with ourselves. We are not,
but the apolitical chasm that divides us won’t
be bridged on the trajectory of one Hail Mary
pass. A more conservative offense is required,
with the citizen-led collaboratives doing the
downfield blocking and tackling.
Who knows what may happen next. Certainly not me. But this much is certain: The
bully pulpit now belongs to Tony Tooke.
Here’s hoping he asks the aforementioned
four people how they did it. I’d guess that
patience and perseverance, not smoke and
mirrors, had a lot to do with their considerable successes. n
Jim Petersen is the founder and president of the
nonprofit Evergreen Foundation. He writes
from his home in Dalton Gardens, Idaho.

BUNDY’S FAITH

posed to be ‘the law.’ The head-them-off-atthe-overpass
stuff was represented in the media
(Continued from page 4)
as an absurd overreaction by the Bundys. Not
The fact is that it was the other way around. so. It was the government snipers that were the
Ramona and several hundred others were wit- overreaction—as the evidence the government
nesses to the debacle.
concealed from the court and the defense
“The BLM surrounded the Bundy Ranch makes plain.”
with a mass of unidentified armed bureauAccording to constitutional law professor
crats,” she says. “It wasn’t until a video went Jonathan Turley: “[F]ive different agencies...
viral of the BLM setting attack dogs on the found the Bundys did not represent ‘a likely
Bundys, Tasing Ammon, and body-slamming threat of violence,’ but the feds still went in with
Cliven’s cancer-survivor sister on the ground the full Robocop.”
that hundreds of protesters turned up at
Wooten’s memo shared Waco-like soundBunkerville. The crowd included state legisla- bites from the feds’ own body-cams, including:
tors and former sheriffs from surrounding “Pretty much a shoot first, ask questions later,”
states. Most of the protesters didn’t know the and “Mother F—er, you come find me and
first thing about cows. As the Bundys and oth- you’re gonna have hell to pay.”
ers claimed, it is now confirmed in the whistleMark Steyn wrote, “Even by the standards
blower’s report that the BLM
of Ted Stevens and other malihad every intent to haul the
“The BLM had every cious prosecutions, the
Bundys off that ranch in body
depravity of government conintent to haul the
bags or in chains. This was not
duct in this case should be an
a mere bill collection as the
abomination to every taxpayBundys off that
government claimed; this was a
er who paid for it and, more
ranch in body bags importantly, to every citizen
violent land clearance.”
As most RANGE readers
down the road who catches
or in chains.”
know, 21 people in this case
the feds’ eye and has to weigh
have been held in jail on numerous charges, the likelihood that he’ll be on the receiving end
including Cliven, sons Ryan, Ammon, Dave of some Dan Love-type agent in charge.”
and Mel, plus patriots and militia members
The federal government manages more
from coast to coast. After three trials, exorbitant than 80 percent of Nevada, “an area the size of
cost to taxpayers, close to two years in jail while Belgium, the Netherlands, Switzerland and
suffering torture and abuse, and gigantic cheat- Portugal combined. Just in Nevada,” according
ing and lying by BLM employees and prosecu- to Steyn. “If BLM were Microsoft or Standard
tors, Nevada’s Chief U.S. District Judge Gloria Oil, there’d be an anti-trust investigation.
M. Navarro dismissed the case with prejudice Instead, the BLMpire is the biggest collective
on Jan. 8, 2018, saying, “The government’s con- farm in history, beyond the wildest dreams of
duct in this case was indeed outrageous.” (See Soviet commissars. Except that, as the Bundys
“Bundy Fiasco,” page 52.)
have discovered, no one’s allowed to farm it. It’s
In “Bundy Morning Quarterbacking” on serfdom without the perks.”
Jan. 13, 2018, Mark Steyn wrote: “Like others
Remarkably, since the beginning of federal
who have found themselves in such situations, harassment of the Bundy family in 1991, their
the Bundys were portrayed in the media as persistence, stamina, resistance to extreme presparanoid right-wing loons exaggerating the sure and belief in God has never wavered. Clivthreat. The judge, on the other hand, found en Bundy says he was a “political prisoner” for
that the government had lied on an industrial 700 days and that his argument lies with local
scale to both the court and the defense about authorities, not the federal government. He
what it was actually doing to the Bundys.”
insisted on a jury trial and refused to make any
Steyn also quoted National Review’s David deals, which cost his family and friends a great
French. “On one side was a collection of dan- deal. “I come into this courtroom an innocent
gerous, out-of-control armed men who were man,” he said on Dec. 20, 2017, “and I’m going
deliberately provocative, prone to saying to leave as an innocent man.”
unhinged things in a single-minded quest to
Before he was released on Jan. 8, 2018, his
destroy their enemies, and who lied time and stalwart and loving wife, Carol, said: “I am so
again to cover their misdeeds,” French wrote. proud of that man who stands on principle, for
“On the other side was Cliven Bundy.”
what he feels is right. I feel that God is in conSteyn again: “ABC’s video [shows] low-level trol and it’s going down exactly the way it’s supbureaucrats from a minor branch of the vast posed to.”
bottomless alphabet soup of federal agencies,
Now, dear God, Secretary Zinke, Attorney
and they’re running around pretending to be General Sessions, and President Trump, please
elite commandos. The county sheriff is sup- set Dwight and Steven Hammond free. n
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